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Clusters containing open-shell molecules. III. Quantum five-dimensional Õ
two-surface bound-state calculations on Ar nOH van der Waals
clusters „X2P, nÄ4 to 12 …

Minzhong Xu and Zlatko Bačića)

Department of Chemistry, New York University, New York, New York 10003

Jeremy M. Hutsonb)

Department of Chemistry, University of Durham, South Road, Durham, DH1 3LE, England

~Received 1 May 2002; accepted 12 June 2002!

This paper presents a theoretical study of the bound states of the open-shell OH radical in its ground
electronic state (X2P) interacting withn Ar atoms, forn from 4 to 12. After freezing the geometry
of the Arn cage or subunit at the equilibrium structure~preceding paper!, we carry out nonadiabatic
five-dimensional quantum dynamics calculations on two coupled potential energy surfaces, using an
extension of the method previously applied to closed-shell ArnHF clusters@J. Chem. Phys.103,
1829~1995!#. The method is based on a discrete variable representation~DVR! for the translational
motion of OH relative to Arn , combined with a finite basis representation of the OH hindered
rotation and electronic structure, including spin–orbit effects. The pattern of OH hindered rotor
levels in clusters is similar to that in Ar–OH itself, though extended over three to four times the
energy range forn54 to 9. Ar12OH has a nearly spherical shell of Ar atoms around the OH, so the
anisotropic splitting is very small. Forn510 and 11, the anisotropy may be viewed as arising from
holes in an otherwise spherical shell, and the resulting patterns of hindered rotor levels are inverted
versions of those for Ar2OH and Ar–OH. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1497967#

I. INTRODUCTION

Clusters containing a central molecule surrounded by
solvent atoms provide important prototypes for solvation
processes. Those containing open-shell molecules are par-
ticularly interesting because they are models for the solva-
tion of reactive species and reaction intermediates. The range
of structures available for such species is considerably richer
than for single-component clusters, or even for closed-shell
heteroclusters such as ArnHF.1

In previous work, we have explored the structures of
ArnCH ~paper I!2 and ArnOH clusters~Paper II!3 by perform-
ing simulated annealing calculations on surfaces that take
account of the open-shell character and include spin–orbit
coupling. Substantially different structures were found in the
two cases. For ArnCH, because theX2P state of CH has a
p1 configuration, the Ar–CH interaction potential strongly
favors approach of an Ar atom in the nodal plane of the
singly occupiedp orbital.4 This was found to have important
consequences for the ArnCH structures: a persistent coplanar
Ar2CH motif was observed, and the Ar cages formed around
CH (X2P) were found to be strongly distorted.2 ArnOH
clusters were found to be quite different, because theX2P
state of OH has ap3 configuration, so that the in-plane ap-
proach of an Ar atom is much less strongly favored. The
interaction potential for Ar–OH (X2P) has a minimum at

the near-linear Ar–HO geometry.5–7 As a result, the struc-
tures of the ArnOH clusters are much less distorted3 than
those for ArnCH.2

Spectra of ArnOH clusters could be observed by meth-
ods similar to those used for Ar–OH,8 including laser in-
duced fluorescence~LIF!,9–12 stimulated emission pumping
~SEP!,13–15 microwave spectroscopy,16 and direct infrared
absorption17 in supersonic jets. For any of these, the intensity
is carried primarily by the OH monomer and the most in-
tense bands will be those involving OH libration~blocked
translation! or hindered rotation. In this paper, we will cal-
culate the frequencies of such bands in clusters by perform-
ing five-dimensional quantum bound-state calculations, hold-
ing the Ar cage fixed at the geometry of a minimum~global
or local! and allowing the OH molecule to translate and ro-
tate within it. The theory needed for such calculations will be
described below. The calculations will include both potential
energy surfaces arising from OH (X2P) and the coupling
between them as well as spin–orbit effects.

A particularly interesting prospect is the observation of
ArnOH clusters in liquid helium droplets. For ArnHF clus-
ters, such experiments18 have succeeding in resolving size-
selected clusters forn up to 9, and in observing multiple
structural isomers forn.3.

Open-shell clusters show new effects that are not seen
for closed-shell clusters. In particular, the existence of an
angular momentum about the diatom axis has profound ef-
fects for the hindered rotor levels, because it allows odd-
order terms in the Legendre~or spherical harmonic! expan-
sion of the potential to have nonzero diagonal matrix

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
zlatko.bacic@nyu.edu

b!Electronic mail: j.m.hutson@durham.ac.uk
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elements in the free-rotor basis set. In addition, there are
effects stemming from the existence of multiple potential
energy surfaces and from spin–orbit coupling.

The methodology needed to carry out five-dimensional
~5D! computations on closed-shell systems such as ArnHF
has been developed by Bacˇić and co-workers.19–21 In the
present paper, we extend this approach to treat an open-shell
radical such as OH (X2P) interacting with an Arn subunit. In
Sec. II we describe the theory and computational aspects of
the rovibrational calculations and in Sec. III we present our
results for cluster sizes fromn54 – 12. Our conclusions are
in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

A. Notation

We use the notation of Dubernet, Flower, and Hutson22

for clusters containing open-shell species. All quantum num-
bers and other quantities that are conventionally denoted by
upper-case letters for diatomic molecules are replaced by
lower-case letters for the monomer in a cluster, and the cor-
responding upper-case letters are reserved for the complex as
a whole.

For a 2P molecule in Hund case~a!, the total electron
orbital angular momentum1 and the total electron spins of
the diatomic monomer are strongly coupled to the monomer
axis r , with projectionsl ands, respectively. The total pro-
jection is v5l1s. We use the convention that the OH
monomer axisr runs from O to H. The angular momentum
due to rotation of the monomer is perpendicular tor , so that
v is also the projection of the total monomer angular
momentumj onto r . In OH (X2P), uvu can take values12
and 3

2 .

B. The 5D intermolecular vibrational Hamiltonian

To describe the 5D Hamiltonian used here for clusters
containing open-shell radicals, it is best to begin with the
Hamiltonian for an open-shell monomer interacting with a
single closed-shell atom. This is

H5T̂1Hmon1V̂~R,r ,u!, ~1!

where the atom-diatom geometry is described in Jacobi co-
ordinates~R, r, u!. For an atom-diatom complex the kinetic
energy operatorT̂ is conveniently written as

T̂5T̂R1L̂252
\2

2m0R

]2

]R2 R1
\2

2m0R2 ~ Ĵ2 ¤̂!2, ~2!

wherem0 is the Ar–OH reduced mass,J is the total angular
momentum of the complex, andL5J2 j is its end-over-end
rotational angular momentum. The open-shell monomer
HamiltonianHmon and the intermolecular potentialV̂(R,r ,u)
are described in more detail below.

Because of the very different frequencies for the OH
stretching and the intermolecular vibrations, we can perform
an adiabatic separation and carry out calculations on an ef-
fective ~vibrationally averaged! potential surface for each
OH stretching statev. The effective Hamiltonian is then

Hv5T̂R1
\2

2m0R2 ~ Ĵ2 ¤̂!21V̂v~R,u!1Hmon, ~3!

whereV̂v(R,u) is the vibrationally averaged intermolecular
potential for a monomer in vibrational statev.

The principal approximations made for ArnOH clusters
in the present work are identical to those employed previ-
ously in the quantum 5D treatment of ArnHF clusters:19–21~i!
the Arn subunit is held fixed at its equilibrium geometry and
~ii ! rotation of the complex is neglected. The OH monomer is
thus free to move around inside or outside the Arn subunit.
Under these circumstances, it is convenient to use Cartesian
coordinates for the center of mass of the OH molecule, but to
retain angular coordinatesu andf to describe its orientation.
The resulting 5D Hamiltonian is then19–21

H52
\2

2mn
S ]2

]X2 1
]2

]Y2 1
]2

]Z2D1Hmon

1V̂~X,Y,Z,u,f!, ~4!

where mn is the reduced mass of the Arn– OH cluster,mn

5(mArn
mOH)/(mArn

1mOH). The coordinate system is fixed
with respect to the Ar cage; it is to some extent arbitrary, but
some choices of coordinate system give better quantum num-
bers than others. Where possible, it is best to choose theZ
axis to lie along the highest-order symmetry axis of the equi-
librium geometry of the complex, or at least to run from the
OH molecule towards a central point in the Arn subunit.

C. The open-shell monomer Hamiltonian

The complete effective Hamiltonian for an open-shell
monomer is quite complicated, but for the current application
it is adequate to use the simplified form

Hmon5Ev1bv@ ̂21 ŝ22 ŝz
22 ̂ z

2#

1av l̂ zŝz2bv@ ̂2ŝ11 ̂1ŝ2#, ~5!

wherebv and av are the rotational constant and spin–orbit
coupling constant for a monomer in vibrational statev. In
this work, we consider OH (X2P) in its v50 state, with
b0518.56 cm21 anda052139.21 cm21.23 The quantityEv
contributes a constant to the total energy of the system, and
so is ignored in the following discussion.

There are additional terms in the monomer Hamiltonian
that couple different electronic states and are responsible for
effects such asl doubling. These could be included if re-
quired, but are not important at the present level of accuracy.

D. The interaction potential

The interaction potential between a molecule in aP state
and a single closed-shell atom is usually characterized by
two potential energy surfaces,VA8(R,u) andVA9(R,u). The
corresponding electronic wave functions are even and odd,
respectively, with respect to reflection in the plane of the
molecule, so that the two surfaces correspond to approach of
the atom along a lobe of the singly occupiedp orbital, or in
its nodal plane, respectively.

4788 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 10, 8 September 2002 Xu, Bačić, and Hutson
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The interaction potential may also in principle include
terms that modify the spin–orbit coupling. In practice, how-
ever, these are unknown, and they are neglected in the
present work. The spin–orbit operator is thus taken to have
the same form in the cluster as in the OH monomer.

In a cluster containing a molecule in aP state andn
perturbing closed-shell atoms, there are still two potential
energy surfaces. However, these cannot be obtained by sum-
ming the atom-diatom potentialsVA8 and VA9 directly, be-
cause there is in general no single molecular plane. Under
these circumstances, it is easier to work with the sum and
difference potentials,

V0~R,u!5 1
2@VA8~R,u!1VA9~R,u!#, ~6!

V2~R,u!5 1
2@VA8~R,u!2VA9~R,u!#. ~7!

The potentialsVn(R,u) (n50,2) may be thought of as the
components in an expansion

V~R,u,x!5(
n

Vn~R,u!exp~ inx!, ~8!

wherex is an angle that describes the azimuthal position of
the unpaired electron with respect to the triatomic plane. This
viewpoint is useful in understanding the matrix elements be-
tween electronic functions.

In a basis set of functions withv51 3
2, 11

2, 21
2, and23

2,
so that (l,s)5(11,1 1

2), ~11, 21
2!, ~21, 11

2! and ~21,
21

2! respectively, the potential due to the interaction ofn Ar
atoms with OH (X2P), VAr–CH

tot , can be represented by a
434 matrix

VAr–OH
tot 5S V0

tot 0 V2
tot 0

0 V0
tot 0 V2

tot

~V2
tot!* 0 V0

tot 0

0 ~V2
tot!* 0 V0

tot

D . ~9!

In this basis set,V0 is diagonal andV2 provides an off-
diagonal matrix element of magnitudeV2 for each perturbing
atom. The quantitiesV0

tot and V2
tot will be defined in more

detail below.
The two ~doubly degenerate! spin-free adiabatic poten-

tial surfaces for the cluster can be obtained by diagonalizing
the matrix~9!. Alternatively, two adiabatic surfaces including
spin–orbit coupling may be obtained by diagonalizing
VAr–OH

tot 1Hso, where

Hso5S av/2 0 0 0

0 2av/2 0 0

0 0 2av/2 0

0 0 0 av/2

D . ~10!

This is what was done in locating the equilibrium geometries
of ArnOH clusters in Paper II. However, for bound-state cal-
culations we need to retain both surfaces and the coupling
between them, and for this purpose it is better to work in the
diabatic representation.

When there are several perturbing atoms, the matrix el-
ements of the potential are most conveniently calculated in a
monomer-fixed axis system with itsz axis along the OH

bond and itsx axis containing one of the solvating atoms.
@Note that this is not the same axis system as is used for the
OH translations.# The positions of then perturbing atoms are
specified by spherical polar coordinatesRi , u i , x i for i
51 –n. In the present model, we take the part of the poten-
tial that is diagonal inl, due toV0 , to be just a simple sum
over n atomic perturbers,

V0
tot5^11uVu11&5^21uVu21&5(

i 51

n

V0~Ri ,u i !. ~11!

However, the off-diagonal terms, due to the difference poten-
tial V2 , depend onx i ,

V2
tot5^11uVu21&5^21uVu11&*

5(
i 51

n

V2~Ri ,u i !exp~22ix i !. ~12!

The exponential factor in Eq.~12! arises because the poten-
tial due to atomi actually contains factors exp„in(x2x i)…
instead of exp(inx). Because of the phase factors, the overall
effect of V2 vanishes for any regular array of atoms with
more than twofold symmetry around thez axis. In general,
however,V2

tot as defined here is a complex quantity, and the
matrix ~9! is complex Hermitian rather than real symmetric.

In the present work, we use potential energy surfaces
constructed from the Ar–OH (X2P) surfaces of Dubernet
and Hutson,6 assuming pairwise additivity in the sense of
Eqs.~11! and~12!. It may be noted that the phase factors in
Eq. ~12! actually make the surfaces nonadditive in the usual
sense. The Ar–Ar interaction is described by the HFD-C
potential of Aziz and Chen,24 which has a well depth of
99.55 cm21 for the equilibrium Ar–Ar distance of 3.759 Å.
Since the Ar–Ar distances are held fixed in the 5D calcula-
tions, the Ar–Ar potential provides only an overall energy
shift for each cluster.

E. Accuracy of the rigid-cage approximation

The approximation of treating the Arn cage or subunit as
internally rigid is a good one~for the modes involving dia-
tom translation and rotation! as long as the structure of the
Arn subunit does not change much as the diatomic molecule
moves around. This is true for ArnOH (X2P) because the
interaction potential between OH and Ar is such that the
OH–Ar equilibrium distance does not depend strongly on the
OH orientation. In contrast, the potential between CH (X2P)
and Ar has very different equilibrium distances for in-plane
and out-of plane approach of Ar to CH, so that it would be
inappropriate to treat the Arn subunit as rigid in ArnCH clus-
ters. Taking the Arn cage to be rigid in ArnOH remains valid
even though some of its isomers are separated by just several
wave numbers, as discussed in Sec. III H. The barriers be-
tween these minima are on the order of 100 cm21 or more,
making the interconversion of isomers difficult. Conse-
quently, the Arn subunits are localized in their respective
potential minima, justifying the rigid-Arn aproximation.

4789J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 10, 8 September 2002 Clusters with open-shell molecules. III
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F. Bound-state methodology

For a monomer described by Hund’s case~a!, the rota-
tional states of the free molecule are described by normalized
symmetric top rotational functions.22,25 In terms of Euler
angles~f, u, 0! describing the orientation of the molecule,
the functions are

^u,fu jPv&5S 2 j 11

4p D 1/2

DP,v
j* ~f,u,0!, ~13!

whereDP,v
j* (f,u,0) are~complex conjugates of! Wigner ro-

tation matrices with the phase convention of Brink and
Satchler.26 The quantum numberP describes the projection
of the diatom angular momentum onto theZ axis fixed in the
cluster.

The computational methodology used here is an exten-
sion of that developed for the 5D intermolecular vibrational
eigenstates of closed-shell clusters such as ArnHF.21 A 3D
direct product discrete variable representation~DVR!27,28 is
employed for theX, Y, and Z coordinates and normalized
spherical top functions as in Eq.~13! are used for the angular
coordinates and the electronic degree of freedom. Together,
these constitute a 5D basis setuXa&uYb&uZg&u jPv&. How-
ever, since there are two coupled potential energy surfaces
involved, corresponding to an extra degree of freedom, we
refer to the present calculations as five-dimensional/two-
surface~5D/2S! calculations when we wish to distinguish
them from the simpler 5D calculations needed in the closed-
shell case.

The technical aspects of the implementation of sin DVR
methods together with sequential diagonalization and trunca-
tion for the X, Y, and Z coordinates have been described
previously.21 We have used similar procedures and the same
notation for ArnOH (X2P) in the present work, with
two main modifications. First, a primitive sin DVR basis
has been used in place of the potential-optimized~PO!

DVR method used for ArnHF. Second, the potential part

V̂(X,Y,Z,u,f) has been handled in a diabatic representa-
tion.

For ArnHF clusters, the PO-DVR method29 was found to
be efficient, reducing both memory and CPU requirements
without losing accuracy.21 However, the accuracy of the en-
ergy levels does depend on how the reference potential that
defines the PO-DVR points is chosen. In the present open-
shell problem, because there are two different PESs in-
volved, it is difficult to construct a singleeffectivePES to use
as the reference potential. Tests of PO-DVR approaches for
ArnOH clusters showed poor convergence compared to a
primitive ~unoptimized! DVR approach. To convert the pre-
vious formulation21 using PO DVR to the primitive sin DVR
is very simple: All reference potentials are set to zero.

The complete 5D/2S problem is solved in two stages.
First, for each pair of DVR points (Xa ,Yb), we solve a 3D
eigenvalue problem inZ and the angular coordinates,

3DhabuFp
ab&53Dep

abuFp
ab&, ~14!

where

3Dhab52
\2

2mn

]2

]z2 1V̂~Xa ,Yb ,z,u,f!1Hmon ~15!

and

uFp
ab&5 (

g, j ,P,v
Cg jPv,p

ab uZg&u jPv&. ~16!

The monomer HamiltonianHmon has been described
above. In the basis setu jPv&[u jPls&, its matrix elements
are diagonal inP and independent of it. In the 5D basis set
uXa&uYb&uZg&u jPv&, they may be expressed as

~Hmon!abg jPv
a8b8g8 j 8P8v85daa8dbb8dgg8d j j 8dPP8

3~hmon!v8v~ j !, ~17!

where, for j . 1
2, (hmon)v8v( j ) is a 434 matrix of the form

~hmon
0 !v8v~ j !5S E~2P3/2, j ! hdec~ j ! 0 0

hdec~ j ! E~2P1/2, j ! 0 0

0 0 E~2P1/2, j ! hdec~ j !

0 0 hdec~ j ! E~2P3/2, j !

D . ~18!

The diagonal elementsE(2P3/2, j ) and E(2P1/2, j ) may be
found by considering the diagonal part of the Hamiltonian
~5!,

E~2P1/2, j !5bv j ~ j 11!1 1
4 bv2 1

2 av , ~19!

E~2P3/2, j !5bv j ~ j 11!2 7
4 bv1 1

2 av . ~20!

The off-diagonal matrix elements in Eq.~18! arise from the
rotational decoupling part of the monomer Hamiltonian,

Hdec52bv@ ĵ 2ŝ11 ĵ 1ŝ2#. This is off-diagonal by 1 ins
and therefore inv, but is diagonal inl and j. Its matrix
elements between monomer functions are

^ls j uHdeculs61 j &52bv@ j ~ j 11!2v~v61!#1/2

3@S~S11!2s~s61!#1/2. ~21!

For a doublet state, the second factor in this equation~in-
volving S and s! is 1. The quantitieshdec occurring in Eq.
~18! are therefore
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hdec~ j !52bv@ j ~ j 11!2 3
4#

1/2. ~22!

For the case ofj 5 1
2, only the central 232 block of the

matrix ~18! exists.
The matrix elements of the potentialV̂(X,Y,Z,u,f) be-

tween the basis functionsuXa&uYb&uZg&u jPv& are most con-
veniently calculated by first expanding the sum and differ-
ence potentialsV0

tot andV2
tot in rotation matricesDmn

l* ,

Vn
tot~Xa ,Yb ,Zg ,u,f!5(

lm
Vmn

l ~Xa ,Yb ,Zg!Dmn
l* ~f,u,0!,

~23!

where the last argument is zero because the electronic azi-
muthal factor exp(inx) is handled separately as described
above. The coefficientsVmn

l (Xa ,Yb ,Zg) are given by

Vmn
l ~Xa ,Yb ,Zg!5S 2l11

4p D E E Dmn
l ~f,u,0!Vn

tot

3~Xa ,Yb ,Zgu,f!df sinu du, ~24!

where the total potential is evaluated from Eqs.~11! and~12!
with the monomer at orientation~u, f! in the frame fixed in
the cluster. As noted above,V2

tot is a complex quantity be-
cause of the factors exp(22ix) in Eq. ~12!. In this work,
integrals over rotation matrices are evaluated as described by
Leforestier.30 At each DVR grid point (Xa ,Yb ,Zg), the po-

tentialsV0
tot andV2

tot are evaluated on a grid of points inu and
f to project out the componentsVmn

l (Xa ,Yb ,Zg).

The matrix elements of the rotation matricesDmn
l* be-

tween the angular basis functionsu jPv& are simply

^ j 8P8v8uDmn
l* u jPv&5@~2 j 11!~2 j 811!#1/2

3~21!m2n1P2vS j 8 l j

2v8 n v
D

3S j 8 l j

2P8 m PD , ~25!

where m must be equal toP82P and n must be equal to
v82v to avoid a nonzero value for one of the Clebsch–
Gordan~CG! coefficients.

From Eqs.~23!–~25!, we may express the matrix ele-
ments ofV̂ in the basis setuXa&uYb&uZg&u jPv& as

~V̂!abg jPv
a8b8g8 j 8P8v85daa8dbb8dgg8

3^ j 8P8v8uV̂~Xa ,Yb ,Zg ,u,f!u jPv&

5daa8dbb8dgg8V̂jPv
j 8P8v8~Xa ,Yb ,Zg!,

~26!

where for grid point (Xa ,Yb ,Zg) and j . 1
2,

V̂jPv
j 8P8v85S V̄jP

j 8P8~ 3
2,

3
2! 0 V̄jP

j 8P8~ 3
2,2

1
2! 0

0 V̄jP
j 8P8~ 1

2,
1
2! 0 V̄jP

j 8P8~ 1
2,2

3
2!

V̄jP
j 8P8~2 1

2,
3
2! 0 V̄jP

j 8P8~2 1
2,2

1
2! 0

0 V̄jP
j 8P8~2 3

2,
1
2! 0 V̄jP

j 8P8~2 3
2,2

3
2!

D , ~27!

where

V̄jP
j 8P8~v8,v!5(

l
VP82P,v82v

l
~Xa ,Yb ,Zg! ~28!

3~21!P82vS j 8 l j

2v8 v82v v
D

3S j 8 l j

2P8 P82P PD .

As before, for the case ofj 5 1
2, only the central 232 block

of the matrix~29! exists.
Using Eqs. ~21!–~29!, we may now solve Eq.~14!,

which describes the hindered rotation of the diatomic mol-
ecule coupled to theZ-axis vibration~against the large Arn

subunit! in the cluster. The Hamiltonian matrix is complex
Hermitian rather than real symmetric matrix in the signed-v

basis set used here. It would in principle be possible to sym-
metrize the basis set to obtain a real symmetric Hamiltonian
matrix, but this was not done in the present work. It may
be noted that the angular basis set size for the open-shell
problem is almost a factor of 4 larger for the open-shell case
$43@( j max1

1
2)(jmax1

3
2)21#% than for the closed-shell case

@( j max11)2#.21

The final step is to diagonalize the 5D Hamiltonian, us-
ing primitive sin DVR functions for theX andY coordinates
but contracted functions from the 3D calculation for theZ
coordinate and the angular degrees of freedom. The con-
tracted functions are selected by choosing a cutoff energy
3Decut, which is the same for every 3D cut; only those eigen-
vectorsuFp

ab& whose eigenvalues3Dep
ab are below3Decut are

retained in the final basis set. The final equation,~4!, is very
similar to Eq.~18! of Ref. 21, except that now the 3D coef-
ficients 3DCg jPv,p

ab are complex numbers.2,3 The final 5D
Hamiltonian of Eq. ~4! in the contracted basis set

$uXa&uYb&uFp
ab&%, H̄, is
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H̄abp
a8b8p85dbb8S (

n51

NX

Tna
X Ta8

X en
XD (

q51

NZ, j max

~3DCqp
ab!* 3DCqp8

a8b

1daa8S (
n51

NY

Tnb
Y Tb8

Y en
YD (

q51

NZ, j max

~3DCqp
ab!* 3DCqp8

ab8

1daa8dbb8dpp8
3Dep

ab . ~29!

The subscriptq appearing in Eq.~29! stands for indices
$g jPv% instead of$g jm% as in Eq.~18! of Ref. 21.

G. Modifications for D states

The theory needed to handle solvation of an open-shell
molecule in aD state is quite similar to that for aP state.
The major differences are in the potential energy surfaces
and in the monomer Hamiltonian.

For a single atom interacting with a molecule in aD
state, the two spin-free surfaces are both ofA8 symmetry and
the difference potential isV4 rather thanV2 . In a cluster,
the factor exp(22ix) in Eq. ~12! must be replaced by
exp(24ix) and V4

tot ~which has matrix elements between
l512 andl522! must be expanded in rotation matrices
with n54.

For a 2D state, the diagonal elements of the monomer
Hamiltonian are

E~2D3/2, j !5bv j ~ j 11!2
7

4
bv2av , ~30!

E~2D5/2, j !5bv j ~ j 11!2
13

4
bv1av , ~31!

and

hdec52bvF j ~ j 11!2
15

4 G1/2

. ~32!

H. Computational aspects

The complicated forms of the potential and of the mono-
mer Hamiltonian make the open-shell problem significantly
more difficult to solve than the closed-shell one for several
reasons:~i! the angular basis size is almost a factor of 4
larger than in the closed-shell case;~ii ! the Hamiltonian ma-
trices for both the 3D Hamiltonian~14! and the final 5D
Hamiltonian~29! are complex in the open-shell case, but real
in the closed-shell case;21 and~iii ! the PO-DVR method can-
not be easily applied in the open-shell case because of the
two different PESs involved.

The primitive basis sets applied here require both enor-
mous CPU time and large memory space. Fortunately, for
clusters ArnOH (X2P) with n>4, it nevertheless proved fea-
sible to carry out the calculations. On fast workstations~for
example, 360 MHz CPUs, 6 GB memory, and eight proces-
sors!, the CPU time required varied from 150 to 500 h for the
final calculation on each ArnOH cluster.

Before carrying out convergence tests, we first examined
the potential energy surface for each ArnOH structure forn
52 – 12. For each position~X,Y,Z! of the center of mass ofthe
OH monomer, we minimized the lower of the two PESs with

FIG. 1. ~Color! Effective translational potential energy surfaces for OH
(X2P) in Ar10OH ~top!, in Ar11OH ~center!, and in Ar12OH ~bottom!. The
coordinates are given in Å.
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respect to the orientation of the OH monomer. Examples of
the resulting effective translational surfaces, forn510, 11,
and 12, are shown in Fig. 1. The surfaces give us a rough
idea of the spatial range of the OH translational motions.
This was used as a guide in choosing the range needed for
the DVR points inX, Y andZ.

For the Ar2OH and Ar3OH clusters, it was immediately
clear from inspection of the potential surfaces that our com-
puters could not support bound-state calculations with the
present method, since the OH monomer can carry out very
large amplitude translational motions and unrealistically
large basis sets would be required in the primitive sin DVR
approach.

The PESs for the global minimum structures of Ar7OH,
Ar8OH, and Ar9OH are quite similar to that for Ar6OH,
because the additional Ar atoms above Ar6 contributes only
to the second shell of atoms around OH.3 Similar PESs also
exist for the global minimum structures forn from 12 to 15.
Again, the additional Ar atoms built on the Ar12 cage are in
the second solvation shell.3

We performed convergence tests on the low-lying ro-
vibrational energy levels for all the global minimum geom-
etries and some low-lying isomer structures of ArnOH clus-

ters forn54 – 12. Case-by-case testing is very time consum-
ing but is necessary to obtain accurate results. Even for the
samen, the rovibrational levels for different geometries gen-
erally converged at different rates. To save computer time, in
some cases we permuted the~X,Y,Z! coordinates so that the
lowest-amplitude motion corresponded to theZ axis. This
reduced the number of DVR grid pointsNZ required in solv-
ing the 3D Hamiltonian. In the end, the lowest-lying four
rovibrational levels of each the ArnOH cluster were con-
verged to between 0.01 and 0.05 cm21, and other levels that
lie within 100 cm21 of the rovibrational ground state were
converged to between 0.1 and 0.2 cm21. Such accuracy is
enough for us to obtain qualitative conclusions because the
neglected terms in the simplified 5D Hamiltonian may lead
to inaccuracies of more than 0.1 cm21 in some energy levels.

For the ArnOH (X2P) problem, the rotational basis set
is limited by j max5

9
2 for all structures. The potential integrals

were carried out withNu510 andNf520 points inu andf,
respectively. Our convergence tests showed that these val-
uesgive convergence to better than 0.005 cm21 for all levels,
which is more than adequate for present purposes.

FIG. 2. ~Color! The calculated level
energies for the minimum-energy
structures of ArnOH (X2P) com-
plexes forn54 – 12, shown as excita-
tion energies from the ground state.
The levels are classified as follows.
Black: the four hindered rotor levels

corresponding to OH2P3/2 , j 5
3
2, P

51
3
2, 1

1
2, 2

1
2, and 2

3
2. Red: single

excitations in the three translational
~librational! modes from the ground

state (P51
3
2). Green: single excita-

tions in the three translational~libra-
tional! modes from the first excited

hindered rotor state (P51
1
2). Blue:

other levels.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The energy levels obtained from the 5D/2S calculations
for cluster sizesn54 – 12 are shown in Fig. 2, together with
correlations that show how the various modes evolve with
cluster size. The levels corresponding to hindered rotation of
OH in the cluster are listed in Table I.

Before discussing the energy levels of ArnOH clusters, it
is useful to recall the levels of Ar–OH itself22 and how they
differ from those of closed-shell complexes.31 In a closed-
shell complex such as Ar–HF, the HF molecule can undergo
hindered rotation. In the potential due to an Ar atom, each
HF rotational level with rotational quantum numberj is split
into components with projectionK50,1,...,j along the inter-
molecular axis. In the absence of Coriolis coupling from ro-
tation of the complex as a whole, levels that differ only in the
sign ofK are degenerate. Ar–OH differs in that the monomer
has an electronic ground state2P3/2, with electronic
(orbital1spin) angular momentumv56 3

2 along its internu-
clear axis. The lowest rotational state hasj 5uvu5 3

2, and is
split into four components rather than two by the intermo-
lecular potential. The pattern of energy levels has been de-
scribed by Dubernet, Flower, and Hutson.22 The projection
of j onto the intermolecular axis is labeledP rather thanK
for an open-shell complex~becauseK is reserved for a spin-
free quantum number for Renner–Teller molecules! and the
energies depend on thesignof P as well as its magnitude. In
particular, levels in whichP andv have thesamesign have
the H of OH pointing predominantlytowards the Ar atom,
whereas those in whichP andv haveoppositesigns have the
H atom pointing mostlyaway from Ar. This occurs because
the OH free-rotor wave functions are Wigner rotation matri-
ces, rather than simple spherical harmonics. The sign ofP is
conventionally used to designate its sign relative tov: the
lowest level thus hasP51 3

2, followed by P51 1
2, 21

2, and
23

2, in that order. In Ar–OH, the fourP levels arising from
2P3/2, j 5 3

2 are spread across 21.3 cm21, and there is also a
van der Waals stretching frequency of 34.9 cm21.

A. Ar 4OH

The minimum-energy structure of Ar4OH hasC2v sym-
metry, with the four Ar atoms on one side of OH in a ‘‘folded
diamond’’ arrangement as shown in Fig. 5 of Paper II. The

potential felt by an OH molecule is thus not cylindrically
symmetrical, so thatP is not a good quantum number even
when rotation of the cluster is neglected. Nevertheless, ifP is
defined as the projection ofj onto theC2 axis, it is still a
useful label.

The results of the 5D/2S calculations for this structure
are given in Table II as an example. In addition to level
energies, we calculated root-mean-square vibrational ampli-
tudes and assigned quantum numbers on the basis of wave-
function plots. As for Ar–OH itself, the ground state for
Ar4OH has P51 3

2, with OH pointing predominantly to-
wards the ‘‘cap’’ of Ar atoms. The other three ‘‘internal ro-
tation’’ states~with P51 1

2, 21
2 and23

2! are spread over 64.2
cm21, with much the same pattern as in Ar–OH~the largest
spacings at the bottom! but a larger spread.

In Ar4OH, the translational motions of OH relative to
Ar4 are interleaved with the hindered rotor levels as shown
in Fig. 2. Motion parallel to the ‘‘short’’ axis of Ar4 ~desig-
nated theY axis here! is much easier~lower frequency! than
motion parallel to the ‘‘long’’ axis~designatedX!, because
the latter brings the OH into stronger repulsive interaction
with the ‘‘ears’’ of the cap. The resulting excitation frequen-
cies arenY519.68 cm21 andnX544.15 cm21, respectively.
Motion along theC2 axis has an even higher frequency
(nZ551.13 cm21) because it brings the OH molecule into
direct contact with the Ar4 subunit.

The translational quantum numbers for thenX , nY , and
nZ modes are designatednX , nY , andnZ , respectively. For
clusters where theX andY motions are strongly mixed~see
below!, nX andnY are replaced byn1 andn2 , with quantum
numbersn1 andn2 . For Ar4OH, however, theX andY mo-
tions are distinct and the wave functions for the states with
(nX ,nY ,nZ)5(1,0,0), ~0,1,0!, and~0,0,1! are shown in Fig.
3. It may be seen that the wave functions for thenX andnY

modes have clear nodal planes in the Cartesian representa-
tion. TheY translational frequency for Ar4OH is so low that
several overtones like among the lowest 14 levels shown in
Fig. 2. The progression of excitation energies~37.87, 54.54,
and 70.13 cm21! is remarkably harmonic, and the corre-
sponding wavefunction density plots are shown in Fig. 4.

TABLE I. The hindered rotor and spin–orbit excitation energies~in cm21! for ArnOH (X2P) clusters withn55 – 12, at the global minimum cage geometries.

n

DE( j 5
3
2,v5

3
2)

P51
1
2 P52

1
2 P52

3
2 DE( j 5

5
2,v5

3
2) DE( j 5

1
2,v5

1
2)

Nature of
X, Ymodes

4 26.55 47.17 64.19 .110 .110 Cartesian
5 23.08 44.83 65.74 110.45 .120 2D circular
6 26.38 49.00 74.81 107.87 .134 2D circular
7 26.62 49.40 75.42 108.28 .135 2D circular
8 26.82 49.69 75.49 108.64 .147 Cartesian
9 27.03 50.39 76.26 108.94 .148 Cartesian
10 5.40 17.17 33.81 93.31 148.18 Cartesian
11 1.54 10.35 21.84 89.84 129.99 2D circular
12 0.56 1.03 1.31 91.24 125.78 2D circular
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Translational levels built on theP51 1
2 excited internal

rotor state may also be seen in Fig. 2, starting at 42.58 cm21

for the P51 1
2, nY level.

B. Ar 5OH

The minimum-energy structure of Ar5OH has a square
pyramid of Ar atoms, with OH lying below the pyramid on
the C4 axis. As discussed previously, the Jahn–Teller distor-
tion of the pyramid that would be expected for a1P mol-
ecule is quenched by the OH spin–orbit coupling. The OH
molecule thusdoesexperience a cylindrically symmetrical
potential, andP is a good quantum number in the absence of
overall rotation of the cluster. As may be seen in Fig. 2, the
four hindered rotor levels withP51 3

2, 11
2, 21

2, and23
2 are

now spread over 65.74 cm21. Again, the ground state has
P51 3

2, with the H of OH pointing predominantly towards
the Ar5 subunit.

The base of the pyramid of the Ar5 subunit is square, so
there is no longer an ‘‘easy’’ direction for OH translational
motion. Because of this, the two ‘‘in-plane’’ translational fre-
quencies for OH motion are much closer together, at 34.12
and 38.81 cm21. Nevertheless, they arenot degenerate, de-
spite theC4v symmetry. This is because there is a vibrational
angular momentuml 561 associated with the translational
motion, and Jahn–Teller states with total projectionP1 l
5 5

2 and P1 l 5 1
2 are not degenerate. The corresponding

wavefunctions arenot appropriately labeled asnX and nY ;
they are complex linear combinations with definite values of
l, and the squares of their wavefunctions are cylindrically
symmetrical as shown in Fig. 5. These may be contrasted
with the ‘‘Cartesian’’ functions with clear nodal planes ob-
tained for Ar4OH, and the levels are accordingly designated
n1 and n2 in Fig. 2. Interestingly, the two in-plane states
arising from P51 1

2 are considerably closer together than
those arising fromP51 3

2.

C. Ar6OH

The minimum-energy structure for Ar6OH has OH lying
below a pentagonal pyramid of Ar atoms. The four OH
hindered-rotor levels span 74.81 cm21. The two in-plane
translational modesn1 and n2 are at somewhat higher fre-
quencies than for Ar5OH, at 45.82 and 51.60 cm21, again
split by the Jahn–Teller effect. The perpendicular translation
has now crossed to lower energy,nZ543.96 cm21.

D. ArnOH, nÄ7 – 9

The lowest-energy structures forn57 – 9 are built upon
that forn56. In all of them, the OH molecule lies below the
center of a pentagonal Ar6 pyramid, with the extra atoms
added above the pyramid and out of contact with the OH.
Because of this, they all have quite similar energy level pat-
terns to Ar6OH, as shown in Fig. 2. The only major differ-
ence is that, forn58 and 9, the potential asymmetry due to
the additional Ar atoms is sufficient to dominate the Jahn–
Teller splitting of the in-plane translational modes referred to
above, so that the corresponding wavefunctions show dis-
tinct nodal structures in Cartesian coordinates, as shown in
Fig. 6, and may be identified asnX andnY rather thann1 and
n2 .

E. Ar10OH

The minimum-energy structure changes dramatically for
Ar10OH, to one with OH at the center of an incomplete
icosahedral cage of Ar atoms. Because of this, the OH mol-
ecule encounters a much less anisotropic potential than for
ArnOH, but is translationally more strongly confined. Ac-
cordingly, the internal rotor frequencies drop as shown in
Fig. 2, with the four levels withP51 3

2, 11
2, 21

2, and 23
2

now separated by only 33.81 cm21. The lowest level is still
P51 3

2, with the H atom pointing predominantly towards
the Ar cage~or away from the hole in the cage!, but the
spacings are now larger at thetop of the group of four than at

TABLE II. Results of 5D/2S bound-state calculations for Ar4OH (X2P). Excitation energies are given in cm21

relative to the ground state. For this cluster,n1 in Fig. 2 corresponds tonY here. DX, DY and DZ are
root-mean-square deviations in Å.

Level P (nX ,nY ,nZ)
Excitation

energy DX DY DZ

0 1
3
2

~0,0,0! 0.00 0.16 0.23 0.15

1 1
3
2

~0,1,0! 19.68 0.17 0.37 0.16

2 1
1
2

~0,0,0! 26.55 0.18 0.29 0.16

3 1
3
2

~0,2,0! 37.87 0.18 0.51 0.17

4 1
1
2

~0,1,0! 42.58 0.18 0.35 0.21

5 1
3
2

~1,0,0! 44.15 0.26 0.26 0.17

6 2
1
2

~0,0,0! 47.17 0.19 0.26 0.20

7 1
3
2

~0,0,1! 51.13 0.19 0.37 0.20

8 1
3
2

~0,3,0! 54.54 0.18 0.62 0.19

9 2
1
2

~0,1,0! 60.52 0.21 0.48 0.19

10 1
3
2

~1,1,0! 61.44 0.26 0.46 0.18

11 2
3
2

~0,0,0! 64.19 0.18 0.35 0.19

12 1
1
2

~0,0,1! 66.11 0.20 0.34 0.23

13 1
1
2

~1,0,0! 67.21 0.27 0.33 0.20
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FIG. 3. The probability densities, averaged over the angular and electronic
degrees of freedom, for states with one quantum of excitation in thenY

~top!, nX ~center!, and nZ ~bottom! translational modes for the minimum-
energy structure of Ar4OH. The corresponding excitation energies are 19.68,
44.15, and 51.13 cm21, respectively. The isosurfaces are drawn at 20% and
60%, respectively, of the maximum density. The coordinates are given in Å.

FIG. 4. The probability densities, averaged over the angular and electronic
degrees of freedom, for states with 2, 3, and 4 quanta of excitation in the
low-frequencynY mode for the minimum-energy structure of Ar4OH. The
corresponding excitation energies are 37.87, 54.54, and 70.13 cm21, respec-
tively. The state with one quantum of excitation is shown in Fig. 3. The
isosurfaces are drawn at 20% and 60%, respectively, of the maximum den-
sity. The coordinates are given in Å.
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the bottom; this is inverted compared to the pattern for small
numbers of Ar atoms. The in-plane translational modes are at
58.34 and 69.01 cm21, and the perpendicular mode is at
59.75 cm21.

F. Ar11OH

The minimum-energy structure for Ar11OH is one step
further along the road to a closed icosahedral cage, now with
only one vacancy. The splitting of the hindered rotor levels

FIG. 5. The probability densities, averaged over the angular and electronic
degrees of freedom, for states with one quantum of excitation in the three
OH translational modes for the minimum-energy structure of Ar5OH. The
corresponding excitation energies are 34.12, 38.81, and 43.02 cm21, respec-
tively. The mode with excitation along theZ direction ~bottom! is distinct,
but the other two are mixed combinations ofnX andnY with definite values
of a vibrational angular momentuml, and thus have cylindrical symmetry.
The isosurfaces are drawn at 20% and 60%, respectively, of the maximum
density. The coordinates are given in Å.

FIG. 6. The probability densities, averaged over the angular and electronic
degrees of freedom, for states with one quantum of excitation in the three
OH translational modes for the minimum-energy structure of Ar8OH. The
corresponding excitation energies are 44.10, 45.06, and 53.28 cm21, respec-
tively. Note that theX andY modes are again distinct, in contrast with the
situation for Ar5OH shown in Fig. 5. The isosurfaces are drawn at 20% and
60%, respectively, of the maximum density. The coordinates are given in Å.
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thus decreases further, to 21.84 cm21, which is remarkably
close to the value of 21.3 cm21 found in Ar–OH. Again,
though, the actual pattern is inverted compared to Ar–OH,
with small spacings at the bottom and large spacings at the
top. The OH translational modes are fairly similar to those in
Ar10OH, except that there is now very little asymmetry be-
tween theX andY motions and the wavefunctions are again
cylindrically symmetrical, with definite values ofl, and are
labeledn1 andn2 .

G. Ar12OH

The 12th Ar atom completes the near-icosahedral cage,
so that the OH molecule feels an almost spherical potential.
Because of this, the four levels correlating withj 5 3

2 are
nearly degenerate, and there is a very large spacing between
these and the next group of levels at about 60 cm21, in which
OH is translationally excited in the Ar12 cage.

The 5D/2S calculations do still give a small splitting of
1.3 cm21 between the fourP levels arising fromj 5 3

2. How-
ever, this is probably an artifact of the methodology. The
Ar12 cage structure used in the 5D/2S calculations is calcu-
lated for a fixed orientation of OH, and is thus not com-
pletely spherical. However, once the OH molecule is allowed
to rotate freely, it is likely that the Ar12 cage will relax to
reduce the barrier to internal rotation further. Under these
circumstances, Coriolis coupling from overall rotation of the
complex will probably destroy theP quantum number. In-
stead, the levels are likely to be characterized by a rotational
quantum numberj Ar for the Ar12 cage as a whole, which will
couple withj 5 3

2 to give levels with total angular momentum
J from j Ar2

3
2 to j Ar1

3
2. In principle, there may also be a

vibrational angular momentuml arising from the 3D transla-
tional motion of OH inside the cage.

H. Effect of zero-point energy on isomer stabilities

As described in Paper II, the potential surfaces for many
of the ArnOH clusters have low-lying secondary minima.
Where these involve different arrangements of the Ar atoms
about OH~rather than just a different OH orientation!, they
correspond to structural isomers of the clusters. Different
isomers may have significantly different zero-point energies,
so that the energy separation or even the energy ordering can
be affected, as found previously for the isomers of the ArnHF

clusters.21 The 5D/2S zero-point energies for the lowest two
geometries for each cluster size are given in Table III: it may
be seen that the zero-point energies for the absolute mini-
mum geometry vary fairly smoothly, with a maximum be-
tweenn56 and 10, where the potential experienced by OH
is most anisotropic and there is a significant angular contri-
bution to the zero-point energy. However, the zero-point en-
ergies for higher-energy structures vary much more errati-
cally, and in some cases are significantly lower. Forn56
and 8, the difference in 5D/2S zero-point energies is large
enough to bring the isomer with the larger potential energy
below the one corresponding to the absolute minimum on the
potential. This is because, in each case, the second minimum
involves an Arn subunit that is based on the Ar4 ‘‘folded
diamond’’ rather than the Ar5 pentagonal pyramid, and the
low nY frequency that results reduces the 5D/2S zero-point
energy significantly. However, it should be remembered that
polytetrahedral Arn subunits are themselves stiffer and have
higher zero-point energies than looser assemblies such as
those based on a pentagonal pyramid, so that inclusion of the
zero-point energy of the Arn might well restore the prefer-
ence for the isomer corresponding to the equilibrium geom-
etry. This was found to be the case in the recent diffusion
Monte Carlo calculations on the low-lying isomers of the
ArnHF clusters forn<7.32 Accordingly, we have focused on
the isomers with the lowest potential energy in the present
paper.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a method for quantum dynamical
bound-state calculations on clusters containing an open-shell
molecule solvated byn closed-shell atoms, and have applied
it to ArnOH (X2P) clusters forn54 – 12. The OH molecule
is allowed to undergo hindered rotations and translations in
the field of a fixed-geometry Arn cage or subunit. Both po-
tential energy surfaces arising from the2P state of OH are
included, as well as the coupling between them. The result-
ing five-dimensional/two-surface~5D/2S! problem is solved
using a discrete variable representation for the OH transla-
tional motions and a finite basis representation for the OH
rotations and electronic structure. Spin–orbit effects are in-
cluded.

TABLE III. Quantum 5D/2S vibrational ground-state energiesEn,i
0 and zero-point energies ZPEn,i , for the global minimum (i 51) and the next higher isomer

( i 52) of ArnOH (X2P) clusters.DVn
2 is the difference between the equilibrium energy of the second isomer (i 52) and the global minimum (i 51) for the

cluster sizen. DEn
2 is the difference between the quantum 5D/2S vibrational ground state energies of these two isomers. All energies are in cm21.

n En,1
0 ZPEn,1 En,2

0 ZPEn,2 DVn
2 DEn

2

4 2890.90 98.81
5 21240.29 105.97 21199.03 110.42 36.80 41.26
6 21610.77 114.97 21614.69 99.21 11.84 23.92
7 21932.05 115.52 21920.75 123.06 3.76 11.31
8 22349.59 116.13 22350.47 97.84 17.41 20.88
9 22762.97 115.74 22759.59 107.33 11.78 3.38

10a 23189.27 118.19 23175.46 113.92 18.08 13.81
11 23718.23 108.78 23663.05 107.42 56.54 55.18
12 24345.16 102.60 24267.94 93.52 86.29 77.21

aFor Ar10OH, i 53 not 2.
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The pattern of OH hindered rotor levels found in clusters
is similar to that for Ar–OH itself, though extended over
three to four times the energy range forn54 – 9. The pattern
changes abruptly forn510, where the OH atom moves in-
side an Ar cage. Ar12OH has a nearly spherical shell of Ar
atoms around the OH, so the anisotropic splitting is very
small. Forn510 and 11, the anisotropy may be viewed as
arising from holes in an otherwise spherical shell of Ar at-
oms, and the resulting patterns of hindered rotor levels are
inverted versions of those for Ar2OH and Ar–OH.

The translational motions also show interesting features.
For Ar4OH, there is one direction of motion that is very
weakly hindered, and a long progression of low-energy vi-
brations is observed. For larger clusters, the OH translational
motions move to higher and higher frequency, reaching
around 60 cm21 for Ar12OH. Two distinct types of transla-
tional motion are observed: If the potential experienced by
OH is very nearly cylindrical, as forn55 – 7 andn511 and
12, the modes for motion in theX andY directions couple to
form combinations with definite vibrational angular momen-
tum about theZ axis, and the corresponding wavefunctions
appear circular in theXYplane. However, when the OH mol-
ecule experiences a significantly noncylindrical potential, as
for n54 andn58 – 10, the vibrational angular momentum is
quenched and the wavefunctions have nodes in theXZ and
YZ planes.
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